The well-known greedy algorithm MIN for nding a maximal independent set in a graph G is based on recursively removing the closed neighborhood of a vertex which has (in the currently existing graph) minimum degree. We give a forbidden induced subgraph condition under which algorithm MIN always results in nding a maximum independent set of G, and hence yields the exact value of the independence number of G in polynomial time.
STOP.
It is clear that the set S V O , generated by Algorithm VO, is a maximal independent set in G, and hence also (G) jS V O j.
Note that both Algorithm MIN and Algorithm VO have polynomial time complexity whereas the determination of (G) is di cult since the corresponding decision problem INDEPENDENT SET is a well-known NP-complete problem 2].
Denote by k MIN (G) and k V O (G) the smallest cardinality of an independent set of G that Algorithm MIN and Algorithm VO can create, respectively. Let F 1 ; : : :; F 6 be the graphs in Figure 1 The following theorem, which forms the essential part of the main result of 3], shows that in the class of F A -free graphs Algorithm VO always yields a maximum independent set. Theorem A 3]. Let G be an F A -free graph. Then
2 Main result Let F 7 ; : : : ; F 13 be the graphs shown in Fig. 2 Equivalently, Theorem 1 gives a collection of forbidden induced subgraphs which imply that Algorithm MIN always yields a maximum independent set. The proof of Theorem 1 is postponed to Section 3.
As already noted, F A -free ) F 1 -free. However, the price for a more general result is paid here in larger number of forbidden subgraphs. The following corollary of Theorem 1 avoids this drawback and still extends Theorem A.
Let F 2 = fF 1 ; F 3 ; F 4 ; F 5 ; F 6 ; F 7 g. Note that, since F 7 contains an induced F 2 and each of the graphs F 8 ; : : :; F 13 contains an induced F 4 , we have F A -free ) F 2 -free ) F 1 -free. Corollary 2. Let G be an F 2 -free graph of order n 7. Then
The following statement shows that Corollary 2 (and hence also Theorem 1) is considerably stronger than Theorem A. More speci cally, it says that under the assumptions of Corollary 2 the di erence between the output of Algorithm MIN and that of Algorithm VO can be arbitrarily large.
Theorem 3. For every integer k there is an F 2 -free graph G such that
Proof. Let G be the class of graphs de ned recursively as follows:
(i) F 2 2 G, (ii) for any G 1 ; G 2 2 G let also (G 1 + G 2 ) _ K 1 2 G and (G 1 + G 2 ) _ K 2 2 G.
(Following 1], we denote by "+" the disjoint union and by "_" the join of two graphs, respectively).
We show that every graph G 2 G is F 2 -free. We rst have the following observation, the proof of which is obvious.
Claim. Let Note that it is obvious that F 1 -free graphs are recognizable in polynomial time.
Proof of Theorem 1
We basically follow the general idea of the proof of Theorem A in 3], with replacing Algorithm VO by Algorithm MIN and the set F A by the set F 1 . For the sake of clarity, whenever we list vertices of some induced subgraph F, we always order the vertices of the list such that their degrees (in F) form a nonincreasing sequence (with the exception of F 1 ' P 7 , where the ordering follows the path).
Let G be a (without loss of generality) connected graph satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 and suppose that Algorithm MIN creates a maximal independent set S in G such that jSj = m < (G), i.e., such that S is not maximum. Let the notation of v i ; H i be chosen in accordance with the description of Algorithm MIN in Section 1, i.e., such that S = fv 1 ; : : :; v m g, H 1 = G, d H i (v i ) = (H i ) and H i+1 = H i ?N v i ], and set S j = S\V (H j ) = fv j ; : : :; v m g, j = 1; : : : ; m. Choose a maximum independent set T = ft 1 ; : : :; t g in G such that jS \ Tj is maximum, and set T j = T \ V (H j ), j = 1; : : : ; m. Since both S and T are independent, hS Ti G is bipartite with all its isolated vertices in S \ T. Let R be a component of hS Ti G with jR \ Sj < jR \ Tj (such an R always exists since jSj < jTj) and set k = minfi 2 f1; : : : ; mgj v i 2 R \ Sg (with a slight abuse of notation, we will use R for both the component and its vertex set).
We have the following observations. 
2
The following simple observation will be often used implicitly throughout the proof. Claim 4. If F is a subgraph of H j for some j 2 f1; : : :; mg, then F is induced in H j if and only if F is induced in G. 2
In the sequel, we will use the following notation: jR \ Sj = p, jR \ Tj = q, R \ S = fv i 1 ; : : :; v ip g, R \ T = ft 1 ; : : :; t q g, and we suppose the notation of the vertices in R \ S is chosen such that i 1 = k and i j 1 < i j 2 for j 1 < j 2 . If y = 2 V (H k ), then yv i 0 2 E(G) for some i 0 , 1 i 0 < k. Note that N H (v i 0 ) = ; (since i 0 < k). Then either N H (y) = V (H), implying hV (H) fygi G ' F 11 , or y is nonadjacent to some vertex of H, and then it is easy to see that hV (H) fy; v i 0 gi G contains an induced F 3 for any possible structure of N H (y). This contradiction proves that yv i 1 = 2 E(G). If N R\T (y) = ;, then yz 2 E(G) or yv i 2 2 E(G), but in both cases we have an induced F 3 . Hence N R\T (y) 6 = ;. By Claim 5, yv i 2 2 E(G) and yt i 2 E(G) for i = 1; 2; 3. Then again hV (H) fygi G induces an F 10 or F 9 , depending on whether yz 2 E(G) or not. This contradiction completes the proof in Case 1.
Case 2: R is a tree.
Claim 6. All leaves of R are in T. Proof. If s 2 S is a leaf of R and t 2 T is the (only) neighbor of s in R, then T n ftg fsg is also a maximum independent set, contradicting the maximality of jS \ Tj.
2 Claim 6 immediately implies that every longest path in R has an odd number of vertices. Since G is F 1 -free, a longest path in R can be only a P 3 or a P 5 . `) ). Suppose rst that z a = z b . Since hfx a ; z a ; x b ; v`0; t a gi G 6 ' F 3 , we have t a z a 2 E(G). Symmetrically, hfx b ; z a ; x a ; v`0; t b gi G 6 ' F 3 implies t b z a 2 E(G). Then z a = 2 S`0 (otherwise t a ; t b are not leaves). By Claim 1, z a has a neighbor s in S, but then hfz a ; t a ; v i`; t b ; sgi G ' F 3 . Hence z a 6 = z b (implying z a x b = 2 E(G) and z b x a = 2 E(G)).
We show that z a t a = 2 E(G). Let 
